Communication dated 20 November 2022 received from the Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the Agency

1. The Secretariat has received a Note Verbale dated 20 November 2022 from the Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the Agency.

2. As requested, the Note Verbale and its attachment are herewith circulated for the information of all Member States.
No 4244-n

The Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation to the International Organizations in Vienna presents its compliments to the Secretariat of the International Atomic Energy Agency and has the honour to transmit the following information received from the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation about the situation at the Zaporozhskaya NPP (ZNPP) in light of the continuing attacks of the armed forces of Ukraine (AFU).

On November 19, 2022, from 17:15 to 17:41 the AFU delivered an artillery strike (12 ammunitions of 155 mm caliber) against the territory of the ZNPP:
2 shells in the area of a complex of buildings under construction for the processing of radioactive waste;
1 shell in the guardroom area;
6 shells in the area of spray pools;
3 shells in the area of the ZNPP parking near checkpoint No. 1.

On November 20, 2022, from 09:15 to 09:45 the AFU delivered an artillery strike (14 ammunitions of 155 mm caliber) against the territory of the ZNPP:
8 shells in the area of the overpass of the special building No. 2;
3 shells in the area of the central road between power units No. 4 and No. 5;
2 shells in the area of the dry spent fuel storage;
1 shell into the roof of the special building No. 2.

There are no victims. Damage is being assessed. The radiation situation remains normal. The nuclear power plant is operating normally.

THE SECRETARIAT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
Vienna
The Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation requests the Secretariat to circulate this information among all IAEA Member States as soon as possible.

The Permanent Mission of the Russian Federation avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the IAEA Secretariat the assurances of its highest consideration.

Attachment: photos of consequences of the AFU strikes against ZNPP on November 19 and 20, 2022, 38 pp.

Vienna, “20” November 2022
Scheme of AFU strikes against the Zaporozhskaya NPP on November 19, 2022
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